
Now you see it,
Now you doN’t . . . 
. . .that ugly, hazy film on the surface of the headlights: Remove it with our Professional Headlight 
Restoration Kit.  Use on: Headlights, tail lights, windshields, plastic camper windows, eisenglass, plastic 
windows, convertible car windows, helmet face shields, boat hatches, light bars, bug deflectors ... Just 
apply Flitz Polish & Buff off.  Improves safety*. Makes money.

Item# PHR 25501
Kit Contains:  
2-XL BüffBall (7" ball)
1-Flitz Polish-Paste (Quart can)
1-Speed Waxx (16oz bottle)
3-1500 grit Scuff Pad 6pk’s
3-Microfiber Cloths (16” x 16” red)

Average cost to
consumer to have 2 

headlights restored?                                 
$50.00 (approx.)

Your cost to restore
these headlights

using Flitz Professional
Headlight Restoration?

$3.00 (approx.)

Enough Product to do up to

100 Headlights!!

*IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION:
According to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA), the Federal 
Motor Carrier Safety Regulations (FMCSRs) and the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration’s Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards: Section 392.33 Obscured 
Lamps or Reflector reads “Operating a Commercial Motor Vehicle with lamps/reflectors 
obscured carries a Violation Severity Weight of 6;  this is on a scale of 1 to 10.  In 
comparison, a fifth wheel’s defective locking mechanism carries a severity weight of 
only 3.  So, it is more important and safer to keep your headlamps clear than to keep 
the brakes on the fifth wheel in good operational condition according to this scale.

These violations are recorded at the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration and 
a poor rating will take a carrier or driver from “Continue to Operate” to “Unfit”.  These 
violations stay on your record for 2 years and if found “unfit” the carrier or driver may 
not be able to continue to operate until the violations are cleared.

ORDER NOW.
Order now: 800-558-8611
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